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Abstract
Managing the configuration of heterogeneous enterprise security
mechanisms is a complex task. The effectiveness of a configuration
may be constrained by poor understanding and/or management of
the overall security policy requirements, which may, in turn, unnecessarily expose the enterprise to known threats. This paper proposes
a threat management based approach, whereby knowledge about the
effectiveness of mitigating countermeasures is used to guide the autonomic configuration of security mechanisms. This knowledge is
modeled in terms of Semantic Threat Graphs, a variation of the traditional Threat/Attack Tree, extended in order to relate semantic information about security configuration with threats, vulnerabilities and
countermeasures. An ontology-based approach to representing and
reasoning over this knowledge is taken. A case study based on Network Access Controls demonstrates how threats can be analysed and
how automated configuration recommendations can be made based
on catalogues of countermeasures. These countermeasures are drawn
from best-practice standards, including NIST, IETF and PCI-DSS recommendations for firewall configuration.

1

Introduction

A significant challenge in the process of securing complex systems is attaining a degree of confidence that a security configuration adequately
addresses the (security) threats. Threat Trees [39, 61], Attack Trees [56] and
similar tree-based threat-modeling methodologies [6, 17] are used to help
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identify, represent and analyse threats to an enterprise’s assets. Their topdown approach provides a semi-formal but methodical way to determine
viable threat vectors (who, why and how a system can be compromised). In
practice these trees are used for threat elicitation and analysis: representing
threats at a high-level of abstraction and they tend not to be used to capture
low-level or concrete security configuration detail. For example, while a
threat tree may identify a firewall countermeasure for a Denial of Service
attack, a threat tree is not effective, or intended to model low-level configuration details. For example, distinctions between SYN-proxy versus
SYN-threshold configurations [16] for a firewall in a subnet downstream
from other similarly configured firewalls. In the latter case much of semantics of the threats and corresponding countermeasures are implicit and
outside of the threat tree structure. Threat trees are useful for analysing
threats in a local context that is decomposed from some root threat, however their advantages are diminished when one considers the threat in a
global context (across multiple root threats).
In this paper, we consider how a threat tree style approach can provide a
basis for automatically testing whether a security configuration adequately
mitigates the identified threats. We extend the threat tree model to include
semantic knowledge about the security configuration and how it relates to
assets, threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures. Knowledge, such as
security and network configuration, and relationships with vulnerabilities
and threats, is represented using ontologies [1], providing a framework in
which to extend threat trees to Semantic Threat Graphs (STGs).
Semantic Threat Graphs are used to model knowledge about threat mitigation by security configuration. We take the Open World Assumption
[3], whereby Semantic Threat Graphs are easily extended to incorporate
knowledge about the configuration of new threats and/or additional security mechanisms. For example, building a Semantic Threat Graph using
existing firewall ontologies [25, 24] in order to describe specific SYN-proxy
and SYN-threshold countermeasure configurations.
We use Semantic Threat Graphs to build a knowledge-base of bestpractice defenses and security configurations against known threats. For
example, bogon firewall rules [35, 49, 67] are best-practice protection against
spoofing-threats for internal servers and end-user workstations, while NIST
recommend multiple countermeasures over an n-tier network hosting a
Web-server [64]. This knowledge-base is searchable—a suitable countermeasure can be found for a given threat—and provides the basis for autonomic security configuration.
This paper is a revised and extended version of the paper in [26]. Sec2

tion 2 provides an introduction to traditional threat trees and considers their
limitations with respect to capturing low-level security configuration. Section 3 proposes Semantic Threat Graphs as a more natural approach for representing and reasoning about security configuration knowledge. Section 4
models security policy configurations as Semantic Threat Graphs. Semantic
Threat Graphs are compared with traditional threat trees in Section 5. Section 6 considers how existing firewall configuration recommendations can
be systematically encoded as Semantic Threat Graphs thereby providing
catalogues of best-practice. The exercise of encoding these catalogues also
provides a systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of Semantic Threat
Graphs in practice. A case study involving a 3-tier firewall environment
is used in Section 7 to illustrate the application of Semantic Threat Graphs
to the automated synthesis and analysis of firewall configurations. Tool
support and a preliminary prototype are outlined in Section 8. Section 9
discusses related research.

2

Threat Trees

A threat can be defined as “a potential for violation of security, which exists when
there is a circumstance, capability, action, or event that could breach security and
cause harm” [59]. Threat trees, and similarly, attack trees [56], provide a semiformal way of structuring the various threats that an asset may encounter.
Various extensions of the threat tree paradigm have been developed. For
example, the inclusion of countermeasures within the tree provides a new
kind of tree called a Defense Tree [6] or Protection Tree [17]. For simplicity,
and when no ambiguity arises, these approaches are collectively referred to
as threat trees.
A threat tree is composed of a single root node that defines the primary
threat to an asset (for example, ‘Disrupt Web Server’ in Figure 1a). A threat
may be decomposed into additional fine-grained sub-threats (for example,
‘Denial of Service’), thereby forming a tree hierarchy [39]. A threat profile can
be described as the path from a leaf node to the root node which represents
a specific set of states involved in either achieving the primary threat or
countering it.
Threat trees provide a top-down approach to determining viable threat
vectors (who, why and how a system can be compromised). In practice,
these trees are used for threat elicitation and analysis—representing threats
at a high-level of abstraction—and have tended not to be used to capture
low-level or concrete security configuration detail. For example, while a
3
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threat tree may identify a firewall countermeasure for a Denial of Service
attack, a conventional threat tree is not effective, or intended to model, for
example, distinctions between Syn-Proxy versus Syn-Threshold configurations [16] for a firewall in a subnet that is downstream from other similarly
configured firewalls. In the latter case, much of the semantics of the threats
and corresponding countermeasures are implicit and outside of the threat
tree structure. Threat trees are useful for analysing a threat in a local context that is decomposed from some root threat. However, their advantages
are diminished when one considers the threat in a global context (across
multiple root threats), as described below.
Everything is a Threat. Each node in a threat tree is either a threat or a
countermeasure. In practice, threats are not viewed in isolation and additional concepts must be implicitly encoded within the nodes of the tree. For
example, in Figure 1a, various enterprise Assets are referenced: a Web server
and firewall are implied by the ‘Disrupt Web Server’, ‘DMZ-Firewall’ nodes
respectively. Similarly, the Web server’s TCP/IP stack indicates an implicit
Vulnerability in the ‘Dropped TCP Connection’ threat node (Figure 2). By
viewing everything as a threat, implicit information may be overlooked.
Implicit Threat Relations. A threat tree decomposes threats and does not
explicitly model other relationships between threats (or concepts related
to threats). For example, in Figure 2, the ‘Dropped TCP Connection’ exploits (relationship) a TCP stack connection overflow vulnerability (implied
concept) and threatens (relationship) the Web server (implied concept).
Cascading Threats. Countermeasures themselves may also have threats
whereby the entity that protects another is itself vulnerable. Cyclic dependencies between disparate trees cannot be explicitly modelled using threat
tree constraints. From Figure 1a, installing a firewall (‘DMZ-Firewall’) with
configuration ‘Syn-Threshold-Web’ and/or ‘Syn-Proxy-Web’ will mitigate
or reduce the threat of a ‘Syn-Flood Attack’ on the Web server. The ‘SynProxy-Web’ countermeasure in effect shifts the threat posed to the Web
server onto the firewall itself and thus the ‘Syn-Flood Attack’ has now indirectly migrated to ‘DMZ-Firewall’ giving rise to the threat tree outlined
in Figure 1b. One of the ways that ‘DMZ-Firewall’ can be protected is
for ‘Gateway-Firewall’ (an implicitly defined asset) to filter traffic via its
‘Syn-Threshold-DMZFW’ configuration, thereby giving rise to the implicit
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Figure 2: Threat Tree with Implicit Concepts, Individuals and Relationships.
dependency cycle. Should the ‘Gateway-Firewall’ implement the ‘SynThreshold-DMZFW’ countermeasure, then it subsequently controls the rate
of TCP syn-based connection attempts towards the DMZ-Firewall. However, if that ‘Syn-Threshold-DMZFW’ countermeasure is a stateful firewall
rule, then the ‘Gateway-Firewall’ runs the risk of an overflow of its stateful connection tracking table [30] (‘State Table Overflow’) while managing
the Syn-based connection attempts. To avoid this scenario the ‘GatewayFirewall’ should ‘Remain Stateless’.
Unclear Threat Hierarchy. Threat trees are typically developed in isolation, that is, they focus on a single threat target (for example, decompose
‘Disrupt Web Server’ threat), and as a consequence it becomes difficult to
inter-relate implicit information across multiple threat trees. Both ‘Disrupt
Web Server’ and ‘Disrupt DMZ-Firewall’ (Figure 1) form part of a forest of
(implicitly related) threat trees. By the definition of a tree, a node should
have one parent in the tree and given that the threat tree structure allows
for only one type of relationship (subsumption) a problem arises whereby
the threat hierarchy becomes ambiguous when constructing the overall forest of trees. Either a new root node ‘Disrupt Servers’ is created where
both ‘Disrupt Web Server’ and ‘Disrupt DMZ-Firewall’ are treated as disjoint siblings, or the ‘Disrupt DMZ-Firewall’ tree becomes a sub-node of
the ‘DMZ-Firewall’ node within the ‘Disrupt Web Server’ threat tree. The
language provided by conventional threat trees is not sufficient to state explicitly that the former disjoint sibling approach should be adopted with the
6

inclusion of a dependency relationship (for example, a protects or threatens
relationship) that links the two trees together.
Threat Tree Reuse. Threat trees are not sufficiently expressive to capture
the right level of explicit information to help make informed decisions as
to how best to reuse portions of a tree. Consider the example in Figure 1.
While it is perfectly acceptable to reuse the ‘Denial of Service’, ‘Syn-Flood
Attack’ and ‘Dropped TCP Connection’ portion of the ‘Disrupt Web Server’
tree as part of the ‘Disrupt DMZ-Firewall’ tree, it cannot be generalised
across all firewall threat trees. The ‘Disrupt Gateway-Firewall’ threat tree
(Figure 1c) is not susceptible to a TCP stack connection overflow exploit
(‘Dropped TCP Connection’), indicated by the hollow tree nodes (‘’), as
it does not examine TCP flags (‘Remain Stateless’) for TCP connections
(Figure 1c). However, it may be susceptible to other kinds of denial of
service threats, for example, a Smurf attack [59]. As a consequence, threat
tree reuse is not straightforward.

3

Semantic Threat Graphs

A Semantic Threat Graph can be defined as a graph that represents the
meaning of a threat domain. Intuitively, a Semantic Threat Graph makes
explicit the information that is typically implicit in a threat tree. An abstract
model of a Semantic Threat Graph that illustrates the concepts involved
and their relationships is provided in Figure 3.
Semantic Threat Graphs are constructed in terms of an ontology [1].
An ontology provides a conceptual model of a domain of interest [22].
Description Logic (DL) is a formalism for representing knowledge (ontology)
and belongs to a family of logic that represents a decidable portion of
first-order logic [3]. Concepts represent sets of individuals and properties
represent binary relations applied to individuals.
Enterprise IT assets are represented as individuals of the Asset concept.
An asset may have one or more hasWeakness’s (property relationship) that
relate to individuals categorised in the Vulnerability concept. Individuals
of the Vulnerability concept are exploitable (exploitedBy) by a threat or set of
threats (Threat concept). As a consequence, an asset that has a vulnerability
is, therefore, also threatenedBy a corresponding Threat. A countermeasure
mitigates particular vulnerabilities. Countermeasures are deemed to be
kinds-of assets and thus are defined as a subConceptOf Asset. Figure 4 illustrates an example instantiation of the Semantic Threat Graph that explicitly
7
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Figure 3: Abstract Semantic Threat Graph Model.
represents the threat tree example in the previous section. Regarding Figure 4, while countermeasures iptrSynThresholdWeb and iptrBogonBlacklist have
the ability to mitigate vulnerabilities (dashed arc), they are not currently implemented (no implements property relationship) by the respective firewalls.

4

An Ontology for Semantic Threat Graphs

This section outlines a model for Semantic Threat Graphs encoded in terms
of an ontology. Note that in presenting the model components, for reasons
of space, we do not provide complete specifications in particular, definitions do not include disjoint axioms, sub-properties, data type properties
or closure axioms.
Asset. Concept Asset represents any entity of interest within the enterprise
that may be the subject of a threat. While assets can include people and
physical infrastructure, this research only considers computer-system based
entities such as Web servers, database servers, firewalls and so forth.
Individuals of concept Asset may have zero or more vulnerabilities (∀
restriction) along property hasWeakness. As a result, those assets may be
exposed to various individuals of the Threat concept. An asset may have the
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capability to implement a countermeasure to protect itself or other assets.
Asset ⊑ ∀hasWeakness.Vulnerability ⊓
∀isThreatenedBy.Threat ⊓
∀implements.Countermeasure
Concept Asset is further specialised to have more specific kinds of asset concepts. For example, BusinessServer, NetworkSecurityServer ⊑ Server,
where Server is a sub-concept of Asset and represents the set of servers (individuals) an enterprise may have. Figure 5 depicts a fragment of the Asset
hierarchy.
An individual webServer of the BusinessServer concept (inferred as
an individual of concept Asset) is vulnerable to a TCP stack connection
overflow (vulWebTCPConnMax) weakness. As a consequence, the webServer
9

isThreatenedBy a Syn-Flood attack represented as threatSynFlood individual.
The following fragment of the ontology asserts these facts.
Asset(webServer) ← hasWeakeness(webServer, vulWebTCPConnMax) ⊓
isThreatenedBy(webServer, threatSynFlood)
The concept NetworkSecurityServer, represents the network access control systems within the network and have a role in protecting (protects)
internal servers (including themselves). The NetworkSecurityServer concept
definition further restricts the implements property by requiring a protection
server to implement one or more (∃≥1 ) individuals of the NACRule concept
(sub-concept of Countermeasure).
NetworkSecurityServer ⊑ Server ⊓
∃≥1 protects.Server ⊓
∃≥1 implements.NACRule
The following ontology fragment, asserts that the gateway firewall
(gwFW) protects the Web server from a Denial of Service by implementing a
TCP syn-based rate-limit countermeasure (iptables rule).
NetworkSecurityServer(gwFW) ← protects(gwFW, webServer) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrSynThresWeb)
Note, in order to avoid explaining the low-level details of each ontology
individual, human readable names are used to provide an intuition of its
meaning. For example, individual iptrSynThresWeb can be interpreted as
an iptables [28] rule (iptr) that limits the number of inbound TCP Syn
packets destined for the Web server according to a specified threshold
(SynThresholdWeb).
Threat. A threat is a potential for violation of security [59]. An individual
of the Threat concept is considered to exploit one or more vulnerabilities
(∃≥1 restriction).
Threat ⊑ ∃≥1 exploits.Vulnerability ⊓
∃≥1 threatens.Asset
For example, an individual of concept SynFlood (sub-concept of Threat),
threatSynFlood, threatens the webServer.
Threat(threatSynFlood ) ← exploits(threatSynFlood , vulWebTCPConnMax) ⊓
threatens(threatSynFlood , webServer)
10
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Vulnerability. A vulnerability is a flaw or security weakness in an asset
that has the potential to be exploited by a threat.
Vulnerability ⊑ ∃≥1 isExploitedBy.Threat ⊓
∃≥1 isWeaknessOf.Asset
For example, mis-configured firewall configurations have the potential to
expose both internal servers and the firewalls themselves to threats. The
following fragment in the ontology states that the webServer is susceptible to a threatSynFlood attack via the vulWebTCPConnMax weakness. Note,
vulWebTCPConnMax is representative of a weakness in the TCP stack where it is
possible surpass the maximum number of socket connections permitted by
the TCP protocol due to a syn flood attack [30].
Vulnerability(vulWebTCPConnMax ) ← isExploitedBy(vulWebTCPConnMax , threatSynFlood) ⊓
isWeaknessOf(vulWebTCPConnMax, webServer)
Countermeasure. A countermeasure is an action or process that mitigates
vulnerabilities and prevents and/or reduces threats. A countermeasure is
an asset.
Countermeasure ⊑ Asset
Concept NACRule is representative of the network access-control rules that
mitigate one or more vulnerabilities, provided they are implemented by
NetworkSecurityServer individuals.
NACRule ⊑ Countermeasure ⊓
∃≥1 mitigates.Vulnerability ⊓
∀≥0 isImplementedBy.NetworkSecurityServer
11

Ontologies have been developed for the Linux iptables firewall [28] and the
TCP-Wrapper firewall [66], and are described in [22, 25].
Concepts IPTablesRule and TCPWrapperRule are sub-concepts of concept
NACRule and represent the set of iptables and TCP-Wrapper rules respectively. An iptables rule, represented as individual iptrSynThresWeb, mitigates
the vulnerability vulWebTCPConnMax on the Web server (webServer).
IPTablesRule(iptrSynThresWeb ) ← mitigates(iptrSynThresWeb , vulWebTCPConnMax) ⊓
isImplementedBy(iptrSynThresWeb , gwFW)
Threshold. This value is used to define the minimum degree of effectiveness of a countermeasure in mitigating the impact of a threat on an asset.
Countermeasure ⊑ ∃=1 minEffect.Threshold
Simlarly, each threat has a threat level that defines the maximum impact on
the asset.
Threat ⊑ ∃=1 maxImpact.Threshold
For example, Threshold can be defined as enumerated class:
Threshold ⊑

{high,medium,low,nil}

and a fragment in the ontology is
Threat(threatSynFlood ) ← exploits(threatSynFlood , vulWebTCPConnMax) ⊓
threatens(threatSynFlood , webServer) ⊓
maxImpact(threatSynFlood , high)
The threshold level characterizes the degree to which a countermeasure
mitigates a threat: an asset is considered secure if the effectiveness (threshold) of the countermeasures are greater than the impact (threshold) of the
corresponding threats they mitigate. For example, if iptrSynThresWeb was
considered to have medium effectiveness at mitigating threatSynFlood then
the asset remains under threat, albeit less threat than having no countermeasure. While vulnerability databases such as CVE [13] may provide suitable
threshold metrics, the elicitation of threshold weightings is not the focus of
this paper.
For the sake of clear exposition, not all property relationships involving assets, threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures are described in
12

this paper. For example, while we assume servers have one IP address, in
practice they may have multiple IP addresses. In addition, when the meaning is clear we do not define property inverse relationships; for example,
isExploitedBy is assumed to be the inverse of property exploits.

5

Semantic Threat Graphs Assessment

Explicit Concepts and Relationships. Semantic Threat Graphs provide a
framework to explicitly define concepts (other than a threat concept).
Cascading Threats. Taking the graph-based approach, cascading threats
are identified explicitly within the Semantic Threat Graph ontology. Figure 4
demonstrates a threat that cannot be easily represented within a threat tree
structure. Asserted relationships (for example, protects) define that the
webServer is protected by the dmzFW which, in turn, is protected by the
gateway firewall, gwFW, thus identifying the cascade threat. For simplicity,
the scenario shown in Figure 4 models the threatSynFlood as the same threat
for firewalls and systems. As a result of DMZ firewall, dmzFW, mitigating the
vulWebTCPConnMax vulnerability on the webServer by way of a linuxSynProxyWeb
(for example, SQUID [69]), it then adopts that threat while proxying the
Web servers TCP stream vulnerability.
Graph Hierarchies. Although threat trees provide hierarchies of the Threat
concept, they are unable to define a hierarchy for the implicit concepts
within the tree. The Semantic Threat Graph model presented in Figure 3 can
be further refined with sub-concepts that are more refined than their parent
concepts. For example, the Asset concept can define a sub-concept Server to
represent the set of servers (individuals) an enterprise might have (Figure 5).
This concept can in turn be further categorised as BusinessServer (containing
Web, Email, Application servers and so forth) and NetworkSecurityServer (for
example, Firewalls, IDS’s, VPN’s, Anti-Spam). The Threat concept, as an
additional example, can define a number of sub-concepts in accordance with
best practice, such as the Microsoft STRIDE standard whereby threats are
categorised as (Figure 6): Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation,
Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation of privilege [31].
Graph Reuse. Poly-hierarchies are permitted in a Semantic Threat Graph,
thereby allowing the reuse of concepts. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where
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the NerworkSecurityServer concept has the Server concept and the Countermeasure concept as it’s parent concepts. As a result, instances (for example,
dmzFW and gwFW) of child concept NetworkSecurityServer are not only members of concept Server but also members of concept Countermeasure. As an
other example, concept RFC3330Threat (Figure 6) represents known threats
that should be prevented in accordance with best practice [35]. Individual
threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt, a member of concept RFC3330Threat, represents the following threat: “127.0.0.0/8 - This block is assigned for use as the
Internet host loopback address . . . no addresses within this block should ever appear
on any network anywhere” [35]. Individuals may be members of more that
one concept that is not based on a subsumption relationship. For example,
individual threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt is asserted or inferred (based on
concept restrictions or SWRL [44] inference) to also be a member of concept
Spoofing. Figure 4 illustrates explicitly the reuse of individuals, for example
threatSynFlood and property relationships (threatens and mitigates).

6

Best Practice Catalogues

A best practice catalogue is a high-level document, written in natural language (typically English text), that defines a set of best practices (countermeasures) to protect sensitive and critical system resources. Conforming
to best practice provides confidence that a security policy is upheld. For
example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provide a set of recommended guidelines for securing public Web servers [64],
recommending that “all traffic between the Internet and Web server” should be
controlled and that “all inbound traffic to the Web server except traffic which is
required, such as TCP ports 80 (HTTP) and/or 443 (HTTPS)” should be denied.
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Best practice recommendations are typically countermeasure-centric
where threats and vulnerabilities are implicit [22]. Thus, it is not always
clear what the consequences are of not restricting access to the Web server
over ports HTTP and HTTPS. Rather, the security administrator must draw
upon his or her experience and/or additional information from other best
practice recommendations such as [55] to conclude that the recommendation is intended to prevent the threat of unintended access to other services
that the Web server may host. Furthermore, it is often a regulatory requirement for an enterprise to be compliant with best practice standards such
as [12, 8, 37]. This further compounds the necessity to make explicit, the
implicit knowledge about best practice recommendations in order to help
generate effective network access control configurations. In this paper, a
catalogue of low-level firewall configuration recommendations encoded as
Semantic Threat Graphs is contructed from high-level best practice catalogues. An objective of this exercise was to evaluate the effectiveness of
Semantic Threat Graphs in implementing a knowledge-base of real-world
firewall configuration recommendations.

6.1 Semantic Threat Graphs for Best Practice Standards
Best practice standards for network access control, including PCI-DSS [12]
for systems that process credit card information, NIST for secure Webservers [64] and Internet RFCs for anti-bogon [35] have been encoded as
Semantic Threat Graphs, providing a basis for firewall (iptables [28] and
TCP-Wrapper [66]) configuration recommendations for known threats [22].
For the purposes of illustration in this paper the Semantic Threat Graph encoding of a fragment of NIST-800-41 [67], depicted in Table 1, is considered.
Firewall best practice, FBP-1 (Table 1), recommends that (spoofed) packets arriving on an external interface claiming to have originated from either
of the three RFC1918 reserved internal IP address ranges should be dropped.
Such traffic indicates a Denial of Service attack typically involving the TCP
syn flag. Therefore, Threat individual threatInbound192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPkt,
is asserted to be a member of sub-concepts Spoofing, DenialOfService and
RFC1918Threat. Figure 6 illustrates a partial hierarchy of threats. A similar
hierarchy is adopted for the corresponding vulnerability and countermeasure concepts.
For the sake of clarity, Table 1 excludes the relevant TCP-Wrapper countermeasures and instead illustrates the fourteen three-tuple relationships
between threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures with respect to the
iptables firewall. Representing knowledge about the NIST-800-41 stan15

dard [67] in terms of TCP-Wrapper countermeasures requires a smaller
number of three-tuple relationships between threats, vulnerabilities and
countermeasures [22]. The reason for this, is that, TCP-Wrapper filters
inbound traffic only (analogous to the iptables INPUT chain) and there
are recommendations outlined by NIST-800-41 [67], for example FBP-2, for
which TCP-Wrapper cannot provide that kind of network access control.

6.2 A Methodology for encoding STG Catalogues
This section describes the approach used to encode the best practice catalogues referenced in Table 2 in terms of Semantic Threat Graphs.
6.2.1

Effective Ontology Modelling

Our approach adheres to ontology engineering principles such as [1, 65,
3, 53], thus providing assurance that the level of granularity required by
firewall configuration management is modelled within the Semantic Threat
Graphs. That is, there are recommended guidelines for when to define a
subconcept instead of an individual, a property instead of a concept and
so forth. Similarly, these guidelines provide recommendations that help
develop a model that avoids logical inconsistencies which is verified by
Description Logic (DL) reasoning.
Ontology evaluation based on competency questions [29, 65] forms a
core part of the ontology engineering best practice. Competency questions,
that is, questions that are expected to be answered by the ontology, involve
a top-down approach that define the scope of the domain of interest and a
bottom-up approach that consider the level of granularity required. Both
DL and SWRL reasoning is then performed on the ontology to verify that the
Semantic Threat Graphs conform to the expected answers. The following
are examples of such questions:
• What aspects of the firewall domain will the ontology model?
• What is the relationship between a countermeasure and a threat?
• Is best practice granularity sufficient to for low-level configuration?
• How effective is a countermeasure at mitigating a threat?
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ID
FBP-1

17

Recommendation Description
Deny “Inbound or Outbound traffic from a system using a source address that falls within the address ranges set
aside in RFC1918 as being reserved for private networks” [67].
Threat
Vulnerability
Countermeasure
threatInbound192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenInbound192.168.0.0/16PktToFW
iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktInputChain
threatOutbound192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktVulUnAuthenOutbound192.168.0.0/16PktFromFW iptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktOutputChain
threatInbound192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenInbound192.168.0.0/16PktToHost iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain
threatOutbound192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktVulUnAuthenOutbound192.168.0.0/16PktFromHostiptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain
threatInbound10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
VulUnAuthenInbound10.0.0.0/8PktToFW
iptrDropIn10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktInputChain
threatOutbound10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
VulUnAuthenOutbound10.0.0.0/8PktFromFW
iptrDropOut10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktOutputChain
threatInbound10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
VulUnAuthenInbound10.0.0.0/8PktToHost
iptrDropIn10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
threatOutbound10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
VulUnAuthenOutbound10.0.0.0/8PktFromHost
iptrDropOut10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
threatInbound172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenInbound172.16.0.0/12PktToFW
iptrDropIn172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktInputChain
threatOutbound172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenOutbound172.16.0.0/12PktFromFW iptrDropOut172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktOutputChain
threatInbound172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenInbound172.16.0.0/12PktToHost
iptrDropIn172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktForwardChain
threatOutbound172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPkt VulUnAuthenOutbound172.16.0.0/12PktFromHost iptrDropOut172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktForwardChain
ID
Recommendation Description
FBP-2 Deny “Inbound traffic containing ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) traffic” [67].
Threat
Vulnerability
Countermeasure
threatICMPNetworkScan
VulInfoDisclosureICMPReplyPktFromFW
iptrDropInICMPPktInputChain
threatICMPNetworkScan
VulInfoDisclosureICMPReplyPktFromHost
iptrDropInICMPPktForwardChain
Table 1: Semantic Threat Graphs Extract for NIST-800-41: Guidelines on Firewalls and Firewall Policy.

Best Practice Catalogue
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NIST SP800-41-rev1
NIST SP800-44v2
NIST SP800-45v2
NIST SP800-41
RFC 3330
RFC 1918
RFC 3920
PCI-DSS
XEP 0205
Total

No. of
Rec.
16
12
10
13
18
3
2
11
2
87

RFC2119-Style Classification
Required Optional Additional
14
1
1
11
1
10
10
3
6
12
3
2
8
3
2
64
3
20

Completeness
Concrete Template
7
8
1
10
9
6
7
18
3
2
1
9
2
36
47

Table 2: Summary of Best Practice Catalogues Evaluation.

6.2.2

Classification of Best Practice Recommendations

A RFC2119-style [7] approach was adopted to identify and categorise recommended firewall best practice. In [7], a set of key terms are defined to
have an explicit meaning. In this research, a best practice recommendation
is identified as either a Required recommendation, Optional recommendation
or Additional recommendation.
Best practice recommendations that are expressed with terms, for example, should or should not, are categorised as a Required recommendation.
The following RFC3330 best practice recommendation is identified as a Required recommendation: “10.0.0.0/8 - This block is set aside for use in private
networks. Its intended use is documented in RFC1918. Addresses within this
block should not appear on the public Internet.” [35]. Similarly, recommendations identified with terms such as may or might are considered Optional
recommendations. The following is an example of a NIST SP800-41-rev1
best practice recommendation, where connection-throttling is considered
an Optional recommendation: “A different type of firewall policy based on network activity is one that throttles or redirects traffic if the rate of traffic matching
the policy rule is too high. For example, a firewall might redirect the connections
made to a particular inside address to a slower route if the rate of connections is
above a certain threshold.” [54]. Note, the set of identified NIST SP800-41-rev1
best practice RFC2119-style recommendations are outlined in [22].
An Additional recommendation, is defined to capture implicit best
practice recommendations that are not explicitly identifiable in accordance
with [7]. Implicit knowledge from the best practice document text and
knowledge of other best practice standards are used to determine best practice recommendations of this category. For example, RFC3330 [35] explicitly
defines six Required best practice recommendations regarding the filtering
of IP address ranges (Table 2). However, it is also considered best practice
to also restrict the use of the remaining (Additional) twelve network ranges
when mitigating against the threat of denial of service or IP spoofing [67].
Table 4 presents the eighteen RFC3330 best practice recommendations according to the RFC2119-style classification.
Note, the best practice recommendations that do not explicitly use the
terms synonymous with the RFC2119-style Required recommendations but
do explicitly use ‘action’ terms such as block are also classified as Required
recommendations. The second row of Table 3, provides other examples of
‘action’ terms (implicit should-do’s). The following NIST SP800-44v2 best
practice recommendation: “Block all inbound traffic to the Web server except
traffic which is required, such as TCP ports 80 (HTTP) and/or 443 (HTTPS)” [64],
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RFC3330BPRule

RFC3330Required

RFC3330Additional

RFC1918Required

Figure 7: Sample Extract of the Best Practice Countermeasure Hierarchy.
is an example of a Required recommendation. This classification is also
supported by the text that immediately precedes the list of specified recommendations, stating: “To successfully protect a Web server using a firewall,
. . . and is configured to perform the following” [64].
The RFC2119-style classification provides a basis with which to construct a concept hierarchy of best practice recommendations (firewall rules).
Figure 7 illustrates a fragment of the hierarchy. Countermeasures categorised as Required recommendations provide a basis to verify compliance
with best practice. Confidence in a firewall configuration may be increased
if Optional and/or Additional recommendations are also implemented.
6.2.3

Implicit Threats and Vulnerabilities in Best Practice Catalogues

While it maybe natural to consider vulnerability repositories such as [13]
in terms of Semantic Threat Graphs, it is not always obvious how to interpret best practice catalogues in terms of assets, threats, vulnerabilities
and countermeasures. For example in [67, 12, 54, 64, 35, 49], best practice
recommendations tend to be countermeasure-centric and do not consider
explicitly the threats and vulnerabilities within their text-based description. Fenz et. al. [19] encountered the same challenge when interpreting
vulnerabilities and threats from the German IT Grundschutz Manual [8].
Ontology engineering best practice [1, 65, 3, 53] requires the informal
enumeration of relevant document terms to provide a semantic context
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Relevant Terms
filter, inspect, examine, matching, . . .
block, deny, drop, allow, accept, permit, . . .
source, destination, IP address, network mask, hostname, subnet, . . .
public, private, LAN, Internet, Intranet, inside, internal, external, . . .
direction, inbound, outbound, incoming, outgoing, ingress, egress . . .
service, application, ports, HTTP, SMTP, 443, 22. . .
malware, content, URL, keyword, worms . . .
spoofing, spoofed, Denial of Service, DoS . . .
Table 3: Excerpt of Best Practice Catalogue Key Terms.
in which concepts, individuals and their property relationships can be formally defined. Table 3 illustrates a sample set of relevant key terms extracted
from the text describing best practice recommendations. Knowledge of the
countermeasures being implemented and relevant terms were used to infer
the threat and vulnerability concepts, individuals, and their associated relationships. Examples of inferred threat and vulnerability individuals that
correspond to recommended low-level countermeasures are outlined in Table 1 and Table 5. An example STRIDE-based ontology concept hierarchy
whereby threat individuals are classified is shown in Figure 6.
6.2.4

The Right Level of Abstraction

Modelling best practice recommendations that are at a sufficient level of
granularity to represent low-level firewall configuration involves an ongoing Semantic Threat Graphs refinement process.
High-Level of Abstraction. Consider the RFC3330 [35] best practice catalogue that is described by a level of abstraction expressed in Table 4. Concepts RFC3330Required (Required recommendation) and RFC3330Additional
(Additional recommendation) form part of the RFC3330 best practice Semantic Threat Graph hierarchy (Figure 7). Concept RFC3330Required is
defined as an enumerated concept, containing six recommendations.
RFC3330Required ⊑ RFC3330BPRule ⊓
{bprecdeny10.0.0.0/8, bprecdeny172.0.0.0/12,
bprecdeny192.168.0.0/16, bprecdeny127.0.0.0/8,
bprecdeny192.0.2.0/24, bprecdeny240.0.0.0/4}
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The research carried out by Fenz et. al. [19, 21] in modelling the German IT
Grundschutz Manual [8] and the ISO27001 Information Security Management System [37] catalogues operate at this level of abstraction. However,
best practice recommendations at this level of abstraction, are not sufficient to represent threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures required to
synthesize and analyse low-level firewall configurations.
Low-Level of Abstraction. Semantic Threat Graphs that are capable of
representing firewall configurations at the level of, for example IP addresses, ports and TCP flags, requires best practice recommendations to
be further decomposed. Consider recommendation RFC3330-3 from Table 4. It explicitly specifies that the 192.168.0.0/16 IP address range should
not appear on the Internet. However, there is no explicit indication as to
what countermeasures are required (nor the threats or vulnerabilities giving rise to the countermeasure). For example, the text “should not appear on
the Public Internet” may be interpreted to mean, from an offensive point of
view, that a firewall must implement countermeasures to deny outbound
packets within this range. Similarly, from a defensive point of view, it may
be interpreted to mean that a firewall should implement countermeasures
to deny the possibility of inbound packets within this IP address range.
Thus, there is a certain degree of ambiguity when considering best practice
countermeasures at low-levels of granularity and often requires knowledge
from other sources. For example, recommendation FBP-1 outlined in Table 1 states that both inbound and outbound packets with a source address
within the 192.168.0.0/16 IP address range should be denied. Therefore,
to consider the ‘direction’ in which a packet is travelling in (inbound or
outbound), requires concept RFC3330Required to be further specialised as
concepts RFC3330InboundRequired and RFC3330OutboundRequired. The six
abstract RFC3330 Required best practice individuals may be repesented as
twelve Semantic Threat Graphs countermeasure individuals.
This level of abstraction in defining a granular concept hierarchy and
its individuals is still incomplete. Other similar recommendations, for
example, RFC3330-4 and RFC3330-18 are also best practice requirements
of [67], where “Inbound or Outbound network traffic containing a source or
destination address of 0.0.0.0” [67] and “Inbound or Outbound network traffic
containing a source or destination address of 127.0.0.1” [67] state that the destination IP address within a packet header must also be considered. In
order to represent a suitable best practice recommendation hierarchy that
considers restricting combinations of ‘source IP address’ and ‘destination
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IP address’, requires both concept RFC3330InboundRequired and concept
RFC3330OutboundRequired to be further specialised.
RFC3330InboundSrcIPRequired ⊑ RFC3330InboundRequired
RFC3330InboundDstIPRequired ⊑ RFC3330InboundRequired
RFC3330OutboundSrcIPRequired ⊑ RFC3330OutboundRequired
RFC3330OutboundDstIPRequired ⊑ RFC3330utboundRequired
Having defined a hierarchical structure that best reflects the RFC3330
Required recommendations when considering firewall configuration, individuals (iptables and TCP-Wrapper) of each sub-concept are then considered. For example, individual bprecdeny192.168.0.0/16, a high-level best
practice recommendation, can now be refined as appropriate low-level firewall countermeasures. Thus, the six RFC3330 Required countermeasures
are represented as forty-eight low-level iptables rules and six low-level
TCP-Wrapper rules (countermeasures) [22]. A set of corresponding threats
and vulnerabilities similar to those outlined in Table 1 are also defined.
6.2.5

Completeness of Semantic Threat Graphs

Best practice recommendations require for the most part customised ‘tweaking’ depending on the network in which they are applied. Therefore, modelling best practice recommendations means that not all assets, threats,
vulnerabilities, countermeasures and their relationships are known in advance. Ontologies are based on Open World Assumption [3], thereby making it an ideal knowledge-based framework to model both known and
unknown facts. For example, it may not be known in advance what the
IP address range of a particular enterprise network is in which the catalogue is being applied to, or if a server is listening on a different port from
the IANA [33] recommended default. Therefore, template Semantic Threat
Graph individuals are defined as place holders for unknown knowledge.
For example, NIST SP800-44v2 [64] best practice recommendation: “Block
all inbound traffic to the Web server except traffic which is required, such as TCP
ports 80 (HTTP) and/or 443 (HTTPS)”, explicitly specifies the traffic direction (inbound) and service ports (HTTP and HTTPS) to be filtered, but
the IP address of the Web server is currently unknown. A template Web
server individual, webServer, and associated template iptables individuals
(iptrAllowInHTTP and iptrAllowInHTTPS) that are intended to permit HTTP(S)
access, may have the following known facts:
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ID
RFC3330-1
RFC3330-2
RFC3330-3

RFC3330-4

RFC3330-5

RFC3330-6

RFC3330-7
RFC3330-8
RFC3330-9
RFC3330-10

RFC3330-11
RFC3330-12

RFC3330-13

RFC3330-14
RFC3330-15
RFC3330-16

RFC3330-17
RFC3330-18

Recommendation Description
“10.0.0.0/8 - This block is set aside for use in private networks.
. . . this block should not appear on the public Internet.” [35]
“172.16.0.0/12 - This block is set aside for use in private networks.
. . . this block should not appear on the public Internet.” [35]
“192.168.0.0/16 - This block is set aside for use in private networks. . . . this block should not appear on the public Internet.” [35]
“127.0.0.0/8 - This block is assigned for use as the Internet host
loopback address. . . . no addresses within this block should ever
appear on any network anywhere.” [35]
“192.0.2.0/24 - This block is assigned as ”TEST-NET” for use in
documentation and example code. . . . this block should not appear
on the public Internet.” [35]
“240.0.0.0/4 - This block, formerly known as the Class E address
space, is reserved. . . . destination address 255.255.255.255 should
never be forwarded . . . ” [35]
“14.0.0.0/8 - This block is set aside for assignments to the international system of Public Data Networks.” [35]
“24.0.0.0/8 - This block was allocated in early 1996 for use in
provisioning IP service over cable television systems.” [35]
“39.0.0.0/8 - This block was used in the Class A Subnet Experiment.” [35]
“128.0.0.0/16 - This block, corresponding to the numerically lowest of the former Class B addresses, was initially and is still
reserved by the IANA.” [35]
“169.254.0.0/16 - This is the “link local” block. It is allocated for
communication between hosts on a single link.” [35]
“191.255.0.0/16 - This block, corresponding to the numerically
highest to the former Class B addresses, was initially and is still
reserved by the IANA.” [35]
“192.0.0.0/24 - This block, corresponding to the numerically lowest of the former Class C addresses, was initially and is still
reserved by the IANA.” [35]
“192.88.99.0/24 - This block is allocated for use as 6to4 relay
anycast addresses” [35]
“198.18.0.0/15 - This block has been allocated for use in benchmark
tests of network interconnect devices.” [35]
“223.255.255.0/24 - This block, corresponding to the numerically
highest of the former Class C addresses, was initially and is still
reserved by the IANA.” [35]
“224.0.0.0/4 - This block, . . . , is allocated for use in IPv4 multicast
address assignments.” [35]
“0.0.0.0/8 - Addresses in this block refer to source hosts on ”this”
network.” [35]

Type
Required
Required
Required

Required

Required

Required

Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional

Additional
Additional

Additional

Additional
Additional
Additional

Additional
Additional

Table 4: RFC3330 Special-Use IPv4 Addresses— RFC2119-Style Evaluation.
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Asset(webServer) ← hasIPAddress(webServer, -) ⊓
hasPort(webServer, 80) ⊓
hasPort(webServer, 443)
IPTablesRule(iptrAllowInHTTP) ← hasChain(iptrAllowInHTTP , forward) ⊓
hasDstIP(iptrAllowInHTTP , -) ⊓
hasProtocol(iptrAllowInHTTP , tcp) ⊓
hasDstPort(iptrAllowInHTTP , 80) ⊓
hasAction(iptrAllowInHTTP , accept)
IPTablesRule(iptrAllowInHTTPS) ← hasChain(iptrAllowInHTTP , forward) ⊓
hasDstIP(iptrAllowInHTTPS , -) ⊓
hasProtocol(iptrAllowInHTTPS , tcp) ⊓
hasDstPort(iptrAllowInHTTPS , 443) ⊓
hasAction(iptrAllowInHTTPS , accept)
where “−” signifies that the range of a given property is currently unknown.
Deploying the Web server within the network, means that it will be assigned
an IP address, with the result of the template Web server and iptables rule
individuals being modified to reflect this new knowledge.
Automatic Synthesis of Firewall Rules. As knowledge about assets, vulnerabilities and threats become known, it becomes possible to not only
modify existing template firewall rules, but also to consider automatic synthesis of firewall rules. The following SWRL rule dynamically creates a
set of iptables rules, using the swrlx:makeOWLIndividual built-in, that will
protect assets from spoofing threats. Knowledge about an asset’s IP address (hasIPAddress(?asset, ?aip)), the IP address range in which the threat of
spoofing (Threat(?spoo f )) has been identified, is used to synthesise specific
firewall rules (?specific).
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Asset(?asset) ∧ Threat(?spoo f ) ∧ Vulnerability(?ipPktForgery) ∧
TemplateIPTablesRule(iptrtemp ) ∧ hasWeakness(?asset, ?ipPktForgery) ∧
exploits(?spoo f, ?ipPktForgery) ∧ mitigates(iptrtemp , ?ipPktForgery) ∧
hasIPAddress(?asset, ?aip) ∧ hasSrcIPAddressStart(?spoo f, ?sip) ∧
hasSrcIPAddressEnd(?spoo f, ?eip) ∧
swrlx : makeOWLIndividual(?speci f ic, iptrtemp , ?spoo f, ?asset, ?ipPktForgery)
→ IPTablesRule(?speci f ic) ∧
hasSrcIPAddressStart(?speci f ic, ?sip) ∧
hasSrcIPAddressEnd(?speci f ic, ?eip) ∧
hasDstIPAddress(?speci f ic, ?aip) ∧
hasAction(?speci f ic, drop) ∧
mitigates(?speci f ic, ?ipPktForgery)
Concrete Best Practice Recommendations. Best practice recommendations that can be considered concrete are those that can be enumerated or
counted (subject to the required level of abstraction) as threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures. Concrete best practice recommendations are
typically applicable to networks in general, independent of service ports,
IP addresses in use within a network, network topology and so forth. The
RFC3330 best practice catalogue, presented in Table 4, is an example where
each best practice recommendation can be completely defined within the
Semantic Threat Graphs, thereby providing a countable set of recommendations. For example, Linux iptables filters traffic to and from the firewall
itself, and traffic being forwarded to and from systems behind the firewall [22]. This results in the eighteen high-level RFC3330 best practice
recommendations outlined in Table 4 to be configured as one hundred and
forty-four low-level iptables firewall countermeasures with corresponding
threats and vulnerabilities. That is, there are thirty-six firewall rules that
inspect source IP and destination IP addresses which are applied to both
the INPUT and OUTPUT chains. The FORWARD chain has seventy-two
firewall rules to inspect source IP and destination IP addresses, where thirtysix firewall rules are applied to inbound traffic and the remaining thirty-six
firewall rules are applied to the outbound traffic.
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6.3 Evaluation of Semantic Threat Graphs for Best Practice
The effectiveness of the Semantic Threat Graphs approach was explored
by encoding the real-world best practice catalogues referenced in Table 2.
A total of eighty-seven best practice recommendations were identified using the RFC2119-style approach. These recommendations were modelled
within the Semantic Threat Graphs as approximately two-hundred firewall
rules with a corresponding number of threats and vulnerabilities. Note, a
total of five best practice recommendations are not modelled directly within
the ontology, as these recommendations were found to be redundant with
respect to other recommendations within their respective best practice catalogue [22]. A fragment of the NIST SP800-41 best practice catalogue is
presented in Table 1. Section 7 provides a scenario driven approach [43]
whereby the best practice catalogues encoded as Semantic Threat Graphs
can be reasoned over.
Modeling each best practice recommendation as a Semantic Threat
Graph, involved a degree of subjectivity. Section 6.2.3 discussed how threats
and vulnerabilities had to be manually inferred from the best practice recommendations. Similarly, there was a degree of ambiguity within the
recommendations themselves. It is important to point out that the level of
subjectivity, is not a shortcoming of the Semantic Threat Graphs approach,
rather it arises as a consequence of interpreting the best practice recommendations either formally or informally. However, as new knowledge became
known about best practice recommendations through modelling of additional catalogues, the Semantic Threat Graphs where refined (for example,
Section 6.2.4) such that the level of subjectivity was minimised.
Many best-practice recommendations are incomplete in the sense that
certain facts are unknown. The corresponding firewall rules are modeled as
‘template’ rules containing unbound variables, for facts such as IP address,
and port. Some 43% of best practice rules are complete, while the remaining
56% are modelled as template rules. This is not a shortcoming of the Semantic Threat Graphs approach. On the contrary, because ontologies conform
to the principles of Open World Assumption, it is an ideal framework to
model and reason about incomplete knowledge.

7

Case Study: Network Access Control Configuration

A simplified e-commerce 3-tier firewall environment, depicted in Figure 8,
is used to illustrate the use of Semantic Threat Graphs. The network at Tier-
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1, also known as a Demilitarised Zone (DMZ), hosts both a Web server
and an Email server that are accessible from the Internet via the gateway firewall. The gateway firewall implements a firewall configuration
that permits packets from the Internet to both the Web server on ports
HTTP and HTTPS (for example, iptrAllowInHTTP), and to the Email server
on port 25 (for example,iptrAllowInSMTP). All other irrelevant packets are
denied (iptrDefaultDenyPkt). It is considered best practice [35, 49, 67] for
a gateway firewall to also implement anti-bogon controls, for example
iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktInputChain, to protect its internal servers and
end-user workstations from packets claiming to originate from the internal
network. The following is a fragment of the firewall configuration implemented by the gateway firewall (gwFW).
NetworkSecurityServer(gwFW) ←
protects(gwFW, webServer) ⊓
protects(gwFW, emailServer) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowInHTTP) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowOutHTTP) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowInHTTPS) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowOutHTTPS) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktInputChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktOutputChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropIn10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropIn172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktForwardChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDropInAllSrcIPPktInputChain) ⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrDefaultDenyPkt)
Each countermeasure has an associated threat and vulnerability defined
within the model. For example, iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktInputChain (individual), represents an iptables firewall rule to prevent spoofing attempts
toward the firewall, is described in Table 1.
The Email server is protected by a locally hosted TCP-Wrapper firewall
(emailFW). Note, the gateway firewall and the Email firewall currently do
not implement a firewall configuration for SMTP access. Synthesis of a
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suitable firewall configuration is explored in Section 7.1.
NetworkSecurityServer(emailFW) ← protects(emailFW, emailServer) ⊓
implements(emailFW, twrDefaultDenyPkt)
The application firewall (appFW) implements a countermeasure, individual iptrAllowInWebServerIPToAppServerIPPortSSL, to permit the Web server in
Tier-1 to communicate with the application server Tier-2 over an SSL tunnel.
NetworkSecurityServer(appFW) ←
protects(appFW, appServ) ⊓
implements(appFW, iptrAllowInWebServerIPToAppServerIPPortSSL) ⊓
implements(appFW, iptrDefaultDenyPkt)
Hosted in Tier-3 is the database server (dbServer). The back-end data
firewall (dataFW) permits an SSH tunnel between the application server
and the database server (iptrAllowInAppServerIPToDBServerIPPortSSH). Note, in
the interest of providing security in-depth, both the application firewall and
the data firewall also implement anti-bogon countermeasures in accordance
with [67]. However, for the sake of clarity, these are excluded from the DL
assertions.
NetworkSecurityServer(dataFW) ←
protects(dataFW, dbServer) ⊓
implements(dataFW, iptrAllowInAppServerIPToDBServerIPPortSSH) ⊓
implements(dataFW, iptrDefaultDenyPkt)

7.1 Firewall Configuration Synthesis
Involving threshold metrics as part of the synthesis process, ensures suitable countermeasures (firewall rules) that reduce the level of threat to an
acceptable level are recommended.
Consider the following scenario, where an Email server (emailServer)
has been deployed within the network (Figure 8). The firewalls (gwFW and
emailFW) protecting the newly deployed emailServer still have to provision
network access control. In this example, recommended countermeasures
are inferred from the ontology catalogue for NIST-800-45v2 [63] which provides guidelines on securing Email servers. Table 5 provides a fragment of
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Figure 8: Example 3-Tier Enterprise E-Commerce Firewall Environment.
the NIST-800-45v2 recommendations encoded as Semantic Threat Graphs
(ontology). In this paper, only the recommendations relevant to firewall
access control are considered. How threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures are interpreted from best practice guideline descriptions (English
text), is not part of this discussion, and will be explored in Section 6.2.
The Email server, emailServer, is identified to have the following vulnerabilities regarding intended inbound (VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule) and outbound (VulNoOutboundSMTPAllowRule) access (Table 5). Thus, the emailServer is
threatenedBy the threat of no external access (threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication).
The catalogue for NIST-800-45v2 provides a number of candidate firewall
countermeasures depending on the firewall technology (iptables or TCPWrapper) that mitigate the vulnerabilities, thereby resolving the threat.
Consider the iptables-based countermeasures that mitigate vulnerability
VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule (Table 5a). Countermeasure iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt
is a stateful firewall rule that permits access to the SMTP port on the
Email server. A stateless firewall rule that also provisions SMTP access
is represented by countermeasure iptrAllowInStatelessTCPSMTPPkt. The Email
server may belong to an Email server farm, in which case, a firewall rule
(iptrAllowInStatelessGenericEmailDstIPSMTPPkt) that permits inbound SMTP traffic in general, may need to be considered.
The effectiveness (hasMinEffect property) of each countermeasure is
asserted within the ontology. Table 6 illustrates the qualitative threshold metrics used in this running example. For example, firewall rules
iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt and iptrAllowOutStatefulSMTPPkt are considered effective (high) countermeasures that filter packets to and from the Email server.
The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), complements DL by providing
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ID
EBP-1
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Guideline Description
“Block all inbound traffic to the mail server except traffic which is required,such as TCP ports 25” [63].
Threat
Vulnerability
Countermeasure
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule
iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoOutboundSMTPAllowRule iptrAllowOutStatefulSMTPPkt
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule
iptrAllowInStatelessTCPSMTPPkt
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoOutboundSMTPAllowRule iptrAllowOutStatelessTCPSMTPPkt
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule
iptrAllowInStatelessGenericEmailSMTPPkt
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoOutboundSMTPAllowRule iptrAllowOutStatelessGenericEmailSMTPPkt
threatInboundUnintendedSrcIPPkt
VulInboundPromisciousAccess iptrDenyOtherPktInbound
threatInboundUnintendedSrcIPPkt
VulInboundPromiscuousAccess iptrDefaultDenyPkt
(a) Linux iptables-based NIST-800-45v2 Best Practice Semantic Threat Graphs.

ID
EBP-1

Guideline Description
“Block all inbound traffic to the mail server except traffic which is required,such as TCP ports 25” [63].
Threat
Vulnerability
Countermeasure
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication VulNoInboundSMTPAllowRule
twrAllowSMTPPkt
threatInboundUnintendedSrcIPPkt
VulInboundPromiscuousAccess twrDefaultDenyPkt
(b) TCP-Wrapper-based NIST-800-45v2 Best Practice Semantic Threat Graphs.

Table 5: Semantic Threat Graphs Extract for NIST-800-45v2: Guidelines on Electronic Mail Security.

Threat
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication
Countermeasure
iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt
iptrAllowOutStatefulSMTPPkt
iptrAllowInStatelessTCPSMTPPkt
iptrAllowOutStatelessTCPSMTPPkt
iptrAllowInStatelessGenericEmailSMTPPkt
iptrAllowOutStatelessGenericEmailSMTPPkt
twrAllowSMTPPkt

Impact
high
Effectiveness
high
high
medium
medium
low
low
high

Table 6: Example Threshold Metric Assignment.
the ability to infer additional knowledge, but at the expense of decidability.
SWRL rules are Horn-clause like rules written in terms of DL concepts,
properties and individuals [44]. The following SWRL rule, states that if
Internet Email clients cannot access the internal Email server (threat of
threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication) as a result of the currently implemented
configurations of the protecting firewalls (? f w), then search the catalogue
of best practice for recommended countermeasures (?rule) that reduce the
threat to an acceptable level. Once suitable firewall countermeasures have
been inferred, automatically assert those inferences (implements(? f w, ?rule)).
BusinessServer(emailServer) ∧ NetworkSecurityServer(? f w) ∧ NACRule(?rule)∧
Threat(threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication) ∧ Vulnerability(?vul)∧
threatenedBy(emailServer, threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication)∧
exploits(threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication, ?vul) ∧ mitigates(?rule, ?vul)∧
hasWeakness(emailServer, ?vul) ∧ isProtectedBy(emailServer, ? f w)∧
hasMaxImpact(threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication, ?timp) ∧ hasMinEffect(?rule, ?ceff)∧
hasThresValue(?timp, ?tv) ∧ hasThresValue(?ceff, ?cv)∧
swrlb : greaterThanOrEqual(?cv, ?tv) ∧ isExecutableOn(?rule, ?ruleType)∧
operatesAs(? f w, ? f wType) ∧ swrlb : equal(?ruleType, ? f wType)
→ implements(? f w, ?rule)
Note, further explanation is required for SWRL variables ?ruleType and
?fwType. In order to get the correct countermeasures to apply to their
respective firewalls, each countermeasure has an isExecutableOn property
that states what firewall technology it is applicable to. Each firewall has an
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operatesAs property to specify the kind of technology that it is, for example,
the gwFW operatesAs “iptables” and firewall rule iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt
isExecutableOn “iptables”. The resulting countermeasures inferred from
the previous SWRL rule are asserted back into the ontology as new facts.
NetworkSecurityServer(gwFW) ←
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowInStatefulSMTPPkt)⊓
implements(gwFW, iptrAllowOutStatefulSMTPPkt)
NetworkSecurityServer(emailFW) ← implements(emailFW, twrAllowSMTP)

7.2 Query Analysis
A firewall can be analysed to check whether or not the answers to queries
made of its configuration are consistent with the security policy and/or
compliant with recommended best practice. For example, ‘Are internal
systems protected from bogon spoofing attempts?’.
7.2.1

Compliance-Based Firewall Configuration Analysis

A firewall configuration, particularly that of a gateway firewall, which may
not be fully compliant with, for example, best practice outbound anti-bogon
recommendations may result in the enterprise unwittingly participating in
a zombie-oriented Denial of Service attack against other external networks,
should any of its internal systems become compromised. The following
SQWRL query, analyses the gateway firewall (gwFW) for compliance with
NIST-800-41 [67] regarding the denial of bogon spoofing attempts.
NetworkSecurityServer(gwFW) ∧ Server(?srv) ∧ NIST80041SpoofBPRule(?rule)∧
NIST80041SpoofThreat(?ipSpoo f ) ∧ NIST80041SpoofVulnerability(?ipPktForgery)∧
threatens(?ipSpoof, ?srv) ∧ exploits(?ipSpoof, ?ipPktForgery)∧
isWeaknessOf(?ipPktForgery, ?srv) ∧ isMitigatedBy(?ipPktForgery, ?rule)∧
isProtectedBy(?srv, gwFW) ∧ implements(gwFW, ?rule)
→ sqwrl : select(gwFW, ?rule)
The result of this query is shown in Table 7, and illustrates the set of bogon countermeasures currently implemented by the gwFW. NIST-800-41 [67]
recommends four best practice recommendations, for example FBP-1 in Table 1, that are intended to prevent spoofing and Denial of Service attempts.
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These recommendations are modelled as thirty-two iptables countermeasures [22]. However, only six of these have been implemented by the gateway firewall. Further inspection of Table 7, shows that the recommended
192.168.0.0/16 IP address range has been successfully implemented.
Firewall
gwFW
gwFW
gwFW
gwFW
gwFW
gwFW

NIST 800-41 Best Practice iptables Rules
iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktInputChain
iptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktOutputChain
iptrDropIn192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain
iptrDropOut192.168.0.0/16SrcIPPktForwardChain
iptrDropIn10.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
iptrDropIn172.16.0.0/12SrcIPPktForwardChain

Table 7: NIST-800-41 Compliance Analysis Report.

7.2.2

Threshold Satisfiability Firewall Configuration Analysis

Firewall configurations are analysed to determine their effectiveness at mitigating the identified threats to an acceptable level. An example of threats
to the servers (Figure 8), asserted within the ontology, are identified in
Table 8. The focus here is on the threat of permitting a set of clients (IP
Addresses) unintended access. For example, a Web server that is accessible by spoofed localhost IP packets is considered to have the following
threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt which, if exploited (threat impact of high),
will have a considerable impact on the server.
A sample collection of firewall countermeasures currently protecting the
servers is provided in Table 9 and considers a number of inadequate countermeasures implemented by the respective firewalls that expose the servers
to unintended access. Note, an assumption is made that these countermeasures work in conjunction with the default deny countermeasure employed
by each firewall in the 3-tier network.
The application server, appServer, is identified as having a threatenedBy
relationship with threatInboundTier1SrcIPToAppSeverIPDstPortAll, where inbound
packets from the Tier-1 subnet that attempt to access all service ports represents a significant threat. The appFW firewall implements a countermeasure,
iptrAllowInWebServerIPToTier2DstPortAll, that enables spurious SSL access from
the Web server to the Tier-2 subnet which includes intended SSL access
to the application server. In effect, iptrAllowInWebServerIPToTier2DstPortAll permits the Web server access to all systems and services in Tier-2. Given that
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this countermeasure, in conjunction with the default deny countermeasure,
only partially prohibits the Tier-1 subnet from accessing unintended services on the appServer, it is considered to have a low effectiveness. While
the spurious access of the Web server may be considered less of a threat
in comparison to the entire Tier-1 subnet, a compromised Web server can
now be used as a launch pad for attacks on systems in Tier-2. A more restrictive iptrAllowInWebServerIPToTier2DstPortAll countermeasure, for example
iptrAllowInWebServerIPToAppServerIPDstPort443, that limits the destination ports
accessible on the application server to the SSL port only is required.
Implementing countermeasure iptrAllowInAppServerToDBServerIPDstPort22 as
part of the back-end dataFW firewall configuration would help in mitigating the threats that are also mitigated by firewalls upstream. Thus
defence-in-depth is borne out as a result. However, in practice, managing
network accesss control configurations is complex and there may be a requirement for multiple application servers within Tier-2 to communicate
with the database server. Rather than defining specific countermeasures
for each Tier-2 system, a security administrator may, in the knowledge of
being protected by a firewall upstream, implement a generic countermeasure such as iptrAllowInTier2SrcIPToTier3DstPort22, that provides blanket SSH
access to the database server from all systems in Tier-2. Other non-bastion
hardened servers (such as an Intranet LDAP server) in Tier-2 could then
be used as launch pad when attacking the database server (inclusive of
other Tier-3 servers), for example, an SSH brute force attack. Countermeasure iptrAllowInTier2SrcIPToTier3DstPort22, while providing promiscuous
access from Tier-2 to the database server, it does so across port SSH only.
Therefore, it provides some effectiveness (low) at mitigating the threat of
unintended access to all ports of the database server.
Since countermeasure iptrAllowInTier1IPToDBServerIPDstPort22 directly permits SSH access from all Tier-1 systems to the database server, the dataFW
firewall inadequately mitigates threatInboundTier1SrcIPToDBServerIPDstPort22. It
may be that remote database administration is a requirement through a
DMZ-based VPN server. In this case, unintended access from the Tier-1,
rather than just from the VPN server, through the dataFW may be considered
to have less of a threat impact if one can guarantee that firewalls upstream,
apply more restrictive port-forwarding controls. However, in keeping with
the defence-in-depth, countermeasure iptrAllowInTier1IPToDBServerIPDstPort22
should be refined to have a more restrictive access control.
The Email server, emailServer, should not receive packets from the
Web server. Therefore, the emailServer is considered to be threatenedBy the
threatInboundWebServerIPPkt individual. The TCP-Wrapper firewall, emailFW,
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Asset
webServer
emailServer
appServer
appServer
dbServer
dbServer
dbServer

Threat
threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
threatInboundWebServerIPPkt
threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
threatInboundTier1SrcIPToAppSeverIPDstPortAll
threatInbound127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPkt
threatInboundTier1SrcIPToDBServerIPDstPort22
threatInboundTier2SrcIPToDBServerDstPortAll

Max. Impact
high
high
high
medium
high
low
medium

Table 8: Example Threats of Unintended IP Address Access.
implements countermeasure twrAllowSMTP. While this countermeasure is
considered effective at mitigating threatNoExternalSMTPCommunication outlined
in Section 7.1, it is considered ineffective at mitigating a Web server threat
from within Tier-1, threatInboundWebServerIPPkt. Therefore, an exclusion countermeasure that specifically denies access to the Web server is required.
The following SQWRL query analyses the overall firewall configuration
in terms of countermeasure effectiveness outlined in Table 9. It reports if
countermeasures (?rule) implemented by a firewall (? f w) to protect vulnerable assets (?bs) are not effective (cv < tv) at mitigating the identified threats
(?threat) illustrated in Table 8.
BusinessServer(?bs) ∧ Firewall(? f w) ∧ NACRule(?rule) ∧ Threat(?threat)∧
Vulnerability(?vul) ∧ threatenedBy(?bs, ?threat) ∧ exploits(?threat, ?vul)∧
mitigates(?rule, ?vul) ∧ hasWeakness(?bs, ?vul) ∧ isProtectedBy(?bs, ? f w)∧
hasMaxImpact(?threat, ?timp) ∧ hasMinEffect(?rule, ?ceff)∧
hasThresValue(?timp, ?tv) ∧ hasThresValue(?ceff, ?cv)∧
swrlb : lessThan(?cv, ?tv) ∧ isExecutableOn(?rule, ?ruleType)∧
operatesAs(? f w, ? f wType) ∧ swrlb : equal(?ruleType, ? f wType)
→ sqwrl : select(?bs, ?threat, ? f w, ?rule, ?ceff, ?timp)

8

Tool Support and Prototype

The ontologies for the management of network access control configuration discussed in this research where implemented in OWL-DL, a language
subset of OWL which is a W3C standard that includes DL reasoning semantics [1]. Protégé is a plug-and-play knowledge acquisition framework
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Firewall
gwFW
emailFW
appFW
appFW
dataFW
dataFW
dataFW

Countermeasure
iptrDropIn127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
twrAllowSMTP
iptrDropIn127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
iptrAllowInWebServerIPToTier2DstPortAll
iptrDropIn127.0.0.0/8SrcIPPktForwardChain
iptrAllowInTier1IPToDBServerIPDstPort22
iptrAllowInTier2SrcIPToTier3DstPort22

Min. Effectiveness
high
low
high
low
high
medium
low

Table 9: Example Firewall Countermeasures & Mitigation Effectiveness
that provides a graphical ontology editor and an ontology API [27]. Protégé
interfaces with a DL based reasoner called Pellet providing model classification and consistency [46]. In conjunction to DL reasoning support, the
SWRL Protégé plug-in (SWRLTab), allows for the creation of horn-like logic
rules that interfaces with an expert system called Jess [44]
The primary focus of this paper is to describe how knowledge about
security configuration and best practice recommendations and their relationships can be modeled, queried and reasoned over within a Semantic
Threat Graph ontology. Related research [23] considers how these results
can be applied to the management of XMPP application-level and firewalllevel access controls. A preliminary prototype provides a semi-automated
configuration agent that represents the current configuration state (iptables
and XMPP controls) as an ontology. High level administration requests,
such as XMPP server federation [52] map to queries over the configuration ontology with best-practice (ontologies) used to guide the automated
generation of new firewall and XMPP policy rules.

9

Related Research

Threat trees have been extended in a number of ways [6, 10, 17, 45]. Additional boolean node operators: NAND, XOR and NOR, with the incorporation of defence nodes as countermeasures is described by [45]. Edge et. al. [17]
define a Protection Tree and Bistarelli et. al. [6] define a Defense Tree as
countermeasure-centric extensions to the threat tree approach. The research
carried out by [10] describes an Enhanced Attack Tree (EAT) that supports
temporal dependencies and sequential threat events that must occur for
an attack to be successful. Threat trees have also been extended to provide qualitative [56] and quantitative [6, 17, 15, 9] metrics for risk analysis.
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For example, Bistarelli et. al. [6, 5] provide economic-based return on investment quantitative risk model that assigns risk attributes to threats and
countermeasures within the Defense Tree. The return on investment metric
is used as a measure of the effectiveness of a specific security investment in
a countermeasure with respect to a corresponding threat [5].
While these extended threat trees are aimed at resolving particular inadequacies within the conventional threat tree model, they still operate at
rather high-levels of abstraction and are limited with regard to viable threatonly-vectors that contain implicit information such as assets, vulnerabilities
and so forth. The approach presented in this paper differs by extending the
threat tree model to include semantic knowledge about fine-grained security configuration and, how it relates to assets, threats, vulnerabilities
and countermeasures. Thus, the Semantic Threat Graph approach makes
explicit the information that is typically implicit in a threat tree.
An attack graph models knowledge about the inter-dependency between
system vulnerabilities and knowledge about the network topology in terms
of a graph-based data structure [68, 48, 47]. Model checking analysis techniques are typically used to determine all possible sequences of an attack
against a system [70, 40, 57]. While threat trees typically focus on the consequence of an attack, attack graphs typically focus on the attacker activity
and his/her interaction with the system under threat [48].
Attack graphs are typically classified as one of the following [34]. A
connection-oriented attack graph consists of nodes that represent system and
network states; for example, host system, services, network connectivity
and user privilege levels. Graph edges are used to represent exploits which
denote state transitions. Both [47, 57] illustrate examples of conditionoriented attack graphs. An exploit-oriented attack graph (exploit dependency
graph [2]), is the opposite of a condition-oriented attack graph with respect
to nodes and edges. A condition-exploit-oriented attack graph [42] consists of
nodes that represent both states and exploits where an edge represents the
relationship between states and exploits [34].
Dacier et al. [14] present the concept of a privilege graph, where nodes
represent a set of Unix-based privileges owned by a user and edges represent Unix system vulnerabilities. Dacier et al. also present a probabilistic approach thats assesses the likelihood of particular attack sequences.
Philips et al. [47] similarly consider a probabilistic approach that determines
the likelihood of an attack in terms of the ‘effort’ required by an attacker to
exploit the sequence of identified vulnerabilities. A number of existing research approaches consider the development of automated tool support for
the synthesis and analysis of attack graphs, for example [57, 42, 36]. Attack
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graphs tend to be considerably more complex to manage than threat trees
with regard to scalability [48, 36]. A number of existing research approaches
consider the management of attack graphs. For example, Mehta et al. [40]
investigate a number of ranking techniques, such as Google page ranking,
as a means of identifying and presenting relevant portions of the attack
graph to the security administrator. In [42], Noel et al. present a visual
framework for managing attack graph complexity that uses ‘hierarchical
graph aggregation techniques’ where non-overlapping sub-graphs are recursively collapsed to single abstract nodes. In [68], Wang et al. state that
analysis of attack graphs are primarily based on proprietary algorithms.
Therefore, interactive analysis, similar to decision support systems, is constrained by the current algorithm implementation. Wang et al. present a
relational database model as a basis to perform interactive analysis of attack
graphs. An in-depth discussion on attack graphs is beyond the scope of this
paper and the reader is referred to [34] and [58] for further information.
Attack graphs are intended to operate at higher levels of abstraction
than Semantic Threat Graphs. While attack graphs represent knowledge
that is typically implicit within threat threes, the representation of such
knowledge may overburden the system administrator with respect to what
is intended to be conveyed. For example in [47] a single node may be
used to model attacker threat capabilities and system attributes such as
operating system, services, vulnerabilities, CVE information. However,
using the Semantic Threat Graphs approach such knowledge is explicitly
modelled in terms of individual threats, assets, vulnerabilities and their
corresponding relationships.
Herzog et. al. [32] and Fenz et. al. [18, 20, 21] also consider the use of
ontologies for threat trees. However, these works are intended to operate
at higher levels of abstraction than what is intended to be represented by
Semantic Threat Graphs [22]. How their research differs to that presented
in this paper is discussed in [22].

10 Conclusion and Discussion
This paper outlined a threat management approach using an ontology to
construct, reason about and manage security policy configurations in the
context of Semantic Threat Graphs. A number of disadvantages are identified when using conventional threat trees to model threats to an enterprise
at low-levels of granularity. In a threat tree, everything is considered a
threat and as a consequence implicit concepts and implicit concept relations
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maybe overlooked. Adopting the Semantic Threat Graph approach makes
the implicit knowledge explicit. A threat tree only provides a hierarchy of
the Threat concept. It lacks the capability to also include a hierarchy for
the implicit concepts, for example vulnerabilities, within the tree. Semantic
Threat Graphs enable explicit taxonomic hierarchies to be systematically
developed. Cascading threats between disparate threat trees cannot be
explicitly represented using threat tree constraints. However, modeling
threats within the Semantic Threat Graph explicitly identifies any threat or
vulnerability dependencies. In summary, threat trees are used to represent
threats at a high-level of abstraction, their singular threat vector focus and
their practical suitably in a localised context (individual trees) do not explicitly capture all the entities involved in the threat management process. The
Semantic Threat Graph extends the threat tree model to include semantic
knowledge about low-level security configurations.
A case study involving a distributed and heterogeneous firewall environment, demonstrated how security configurations can be analysed using
knowledge about the countermeasures effectiveness in mitigating threats
and how automated security mechanism configuration recommendations
can be made based on catalogues of best-practice countermeasures. Emphasis on dynamic elicitation of threshold weightings needs to be considered as
part of future work. Note, in [22] the ontology for Semantic Threat Graphs is
extended to include knowledge about qualitative [62] and quantitative [60]
risk-based metrics.
A number of best practice standards that make recommendations about
how firewalls should be configured in practice were encoded as Semantic Threat Graphs. This served two purposes. The first, ensured that
the knowledge-base of firewall rules developed were representative of
firewall rules used in practice. The second was to evaluate the feasibility of the Semantic Threat Graphs approach to construct a knowledgebase of real-world detailed firewall configuration recommendations. Semantic Threat Graphs have successfully been used to model and reason about the following best practice standards: NIST-800-41 [67], NIST800-41rev1 [54], NIST-800-45v2 [63], NIST-800-44v2 [64], RFC1918 [49],
RFC3330 [35], RFC3920 [50], PCIDSS-v1.2.1 [12] and XEP-0205 [51]. The current ontology is populated with around two-hundred threat, vulnerability
and countermeasure combinations providing a relatively small catalogue
for evaluation purposes. A RFC2119-style approach was developed to identify and categorise recommended firewall best practice. This approach has
been shown to be effective at identifying implicit recommendations that
may not have been identified by a security administrator.
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Future research will capture knowledge of additional best practice standards, for example [30, 16, 41]. A security administrator will typically draw
upon ad-hoc recommendations that are based on general firewall literature
described at a system-level [22]. Thus, integrating ad-hoc recommendations with the existing standards-based recommendations knowledge-base
should also be considered. By developing additional ontologies, for example IDS [11], one can more effectively reason about firewall configurations.
Future research should consider the automatic population of the Semantic Threat Graphs with threats and vulnerabilities from repositories such as
CVE [13], and from vulnerability scanners, such as Nessus [4]. An ontology for network discovery, for example Nmap [38], that is automatically
populated with knowledge about the network topology could be used to
automate the assignment of IP addresses, ports and Operating System type
to network resources (assets) encoded within the Semantic Threat Graphs.
Our current evaluation suggests that representing knowledge about catalogues of best practice within Semantic Threat Graphs is reasonable.
Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by Science Foundation Ireland grant 08/SRC/11403.
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